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O V E R V I E W

What’s This?
AWKWARD is a “game” in the sense of something you play, not a 
“game” in the sense of something you win at. This booklet is a set 
of instructions for playing a game of Awkward.

To play, you need:

• 5 people, including yourself (for playing with fewer or more, 
see variant rules on page 26);

• an area large enough for all  of  you to move around and sit 
down, including about twice as many chairs or other seating 
options as there are players;

• a couple hours uninterrupted time;

• a few common items, including a single blank sheet of paper 
or  cardboard  (for  signaling  “captions”,  see  page  11)  and 
several inexpensive tokens, such as a stack of red paper towels, 
to serve as awkwardness markers (see page 6 and 8).

The object of the game is deliberately left unstated. The ending 
condition is for all of the characters to be displaying (wearing) a 
mark that they feel the awkwardness, but if you just pushed hard 
for this state to be reached as soon as possible you might end up 
with less satisfactory a play experience than you would otherwise 
have.

Playing  Awkward usually  involves  funny characters,  humorous 
situations  and  loud  laughs,  but  you  may  encounter  less 
comfortable, more bittersweet moments as well. These “deeper” 
facets  of  your  play  experience  may  turn  out  to  be  just  as 
pleasurable  as  its  comical  sides,  maybe  more.  Comedy  and 
ridicule  have long  been both  upheld  and dreaded  as  powerful 
tools to effect (or to prevent) change from within societies.
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What’s This About?
Present time, real world, just a regular evening.

There  are  two  characters  who  are  good  friends,  but  –  for 
whatever reason – can’t often spend time together. You’ll  give 
them a name when you play, but in these rules we just reference 
them as ‘X’ and ‘Y’.

X and Y are both adults, currently single, and they are or at least 
appear to be (according to the society at large, no matter how 
they feel  themselves) of different genders. There’s no romance 
going on between them: they’re just good friends.

There are two more characters to this story: X’s parents, whom Y 
is just about to meet for the first time. For whatever reason (the 
details are left for the players to establish), both friends are going 
to spend the night – or possibly multiple nights – at X’s parents’ 
house.  This  game  is  all  about  the  awkwardness  of  that  first 
evening together, when Y has just arrived and is getting to know 
X’s family.

It’s  awkward  because  of  course the  parents  are  incorrectly 
assuming that X and Y are actually a couple!

R U L E S  O F  T H E  G A M E
There are two main rules to adhere to:

1. IT’S JUST REGULAR EVERYDAY LIFE

Don’t  try  to  come  up  with  anything  contrived  or  overtly 
dramatic. Think small. No laser-sharks.

2. THEY’RE JUST FRIENDS

Maybe they share a storied past, but right now X and Y are “just” 
good friends, and that’s what they’re going to stay throughout 
play.  It’s  against  the  rules  to  change  their  relationship  to  a 
romance (or enmity, or anything else) during the game.
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P R E PAR I N G  F O R  P L AY
This chapter includes basic information that at least some of the 
players should know, and act upon.

The Director
In  playing  Awkward,  one  player  needs  take  the  role  of  Play 
Director. Unlike the other players, the Director doesn’t play the 
role  of  a  fictional  character,  but  affects  those  characters  and 
helps drive their story through different means – particularly by 
calling players to the “uncomfortable chair” (see page 9).

By default, the Director is also responsible for knowing the game 
rules and techniques and explaining them to the other players, 
effectively facilitating a “run” of  the game.  Thus,  the Director 
needs have read all of this booklet beforehand, while any other 
players don’t have to (but it won’t hurt if they do, either). In fact,  
since you are reading this right now, this text assumes that you, 
the reader, are going to perform the role of Director.

Another bold assumption this text deliberately makes is that the 
Director is  also going to  “host” the game, as  one could host a 
party: provide the venue and take care of the logistics. It doesn’t 
need  be  this  way, though:  any  player  (or  even  someone  else) 
could host  the game!  If  this  is  the  case,  then the  host  should 
probably read this one chapter carefully, while the Director still 
has to read all of the booklet.

Play Area and Seating
You  can  play  in  a  private  house  as  well  as  a  public  space,  or 
anything in between, as long as all players feel comfortable doing 
so.  Should  any  player  feel  awkward  about  playing  there, 
definitely move to a different location.

Survey your designated play area in advance and rearrange its 
furniture or other features, if  necessary, to divide it  into three 
clearly  defined  spaces:  a  stage,  an  audience  area  and  the 
“uncomfortable chair”.
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The “stage” is the area where players physically act out the roles 
of their respective characters. It’s supposed to represent a room 
in the family’s house where it makes sense for the characters to 
interact, usually either a living room or dining room, but maybe a 
garden  or  patio,  a  living-kitchen  or  the  reception  room  in  a 
wealthy mansion. If you’re playing in an actual house, do make 
use of the real furniture of the room, whereas if you’re playing in 
a more neutral space you can easily simulate a dining room by 
arranging  four  chairs  around  a  table.  In  fact,  you  can  easily 
dispense with the table and just mime having one in between the 
chairs – although an actual  table would be handy to place the 
paper towels and blank paper on (a small coffee table or even a 
crate or cardboard box could suffice).

You can set up an audience area with a row of four to five chairs 
or a long enough bench, positioned as to face both the stage and 
the “uncomfortable chair”. The director stays here for most or all 
of the duration of the game, and thus should feel free to claim the 
most comfortable seating option available. The other players join 
the  director  here  for  a  short  while  whenever  one  of  them  is 
summoned to the uncomfortable chair.

The  “uncomfortable  chair”  is  the  focus  of  a  specific  play 
technique, and doesn’t actually need be uncomfortable at all, but 
is named as such because the player sitting on it is subject to the 
powerful (if momentary) pressure of being under the spotlight. 
While one player is sitting on this chair, all other players act as 
audience to them, thus sitting in the audience area. It’s therefore 
appropriate  to  place  the  “uncomfortable  chair”  besides  the 
“stage” and directly facing the audience.

An alternative seating arrangement, should you have to juggle a 
narrow space, is to make the “uncomfortable chair” double as the 
director’s chair and have it stand right between the audience and 
the stage. When summoning a player to the chair, the director 
stands up from it, turns it around to face the audience bench and 
goes sit there.
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Awkwardness Markers
These are a set of items used to signal a feeling of awkwardness in 
the characters, one of  several play techniques described in the 
next chapter (see page 8).

By default,  use a stack of red paper towels.  Place them on the 
table in the stage (if you have a table), so that they are within 
reach of all the players most of the time. Players use the paper 
towels by picking one up and somehow wearing it.

A  Director  during  early  playtesting  of  this  scenario  suggested 
using red clothespins or red adhesive paper buttons instead of 
towels, as these items more visibly accumulate when players are 
wearing  them  in  numbers  –  though  counting  tokens  worn  is 
never required by the rules as written. The color red is, of course, 
symbolic, but in practice any bright and visible color will do.1

1 In the first English language session I run at Knudepunkt 2015 in Ringe, 
Denmark, we used bright orange sticky notes, which players stuck onto their 
clothing, forehead or cheeks. In yet another run, we used red ribbons.
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P L AY  T E C H N I Q U E S
This  chapter  describes  the  basic  “building  blocks”  of  playing 
Awkward. As a Director, you’re supposed to familiarize yourself 
with these techniques beforehand, so that you can later explain 
them to your fellow players.

Playing a Character with Your Full Body
This  is,  by some definitions,  a  live-action role-playing scenario 
(larp).  Unlike  “tabletop”  role-playing  games  which  take  place 
entirely as a (verbal) conversation between players,2 Awkward is 
more  easily  described  as  resembling  (improvisational)  theatre. 
Sitting in a chair  or  standing up,  gesturing with your arms or 
frowning silently at another player, any of your body movements 
or  facial  expressions  are  all  part  of  your  performance  of  a 
character.3

A side-effect of this – again compared with tabletop play – is that 
there is  no  out-of-character  chatter. As  long  as  you’re  on  the 
stage, you only say what your character says, and your voice is 
your character’s voice. When sitting in the uncomfortable chair, 
too, you’re expected to speak your character’s mind in the first 
person.  Your  out-of-character time is  marked by sitting in the 
audience bench: when acting as audience, you can allow yourself 
to comment – discreetly – on other players’ performance.

All of the above might of course sound obvious to you or your 
fellow players – it might be the only way you’ve ever known to 
play a role-playing game! – or it might sound weird and unusual. 
Know yourself and your fellows: based on your own previous play 
experience,  decide  for  yourself  whether  such  basic  technical 
points need any explaining at all.

2 D. Vincent Baker, Apocalypse World, 2010, page 11.
3 It’s still appropriate to call this a “conversation” between players, but only in 

the broadest sense, as opposite to strictly a spoken conversation.
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The Ongoing Main Scene
Play revolves around one long scene with all four main characters 
present  (and  no  other  characters).  It  is  preceded  by  a  quick 
brainstorming and by character creation interviews (see pages 12 
to 18), interrupted by “uncomfortable chair” moments (see page 
9 and 22), and followed by two much shorter epilogue scenes (see 
page 19 and 24), but you still have to think of it as the core of the 
game and of everything else as its satellites.

Your main scene is  probably going to be a dining room scene, 
possibly an actual dinner scene, or maybe a living room scene or 
such, depending on the looks of your play area, furniture, and the 
small details of the situation as brainstormed early in the game 
session. The scene begins short after the friends have gotten to 
the house, maybe as they’re still exchanging greetings with the 
parents or right the minute after that. It goes on as long as the 
rules of the game dictate (i.e. until each player has collected an 
awkwardness token – see below).

After any interruption (typically from using the uncomfortable 
chair)  resume  the  main  scene  from  where  you  left  it.  Either 
resume exactly from the moment you left it, if feasible, or maybe 
fast forward a couple minutes to just some more small talk on a 
different topic: it doesn’t really matter – just do whatever feels 
more natural in the moment, short of halting the game to discuss 
this.

Wearing Your Awkwardness on Your Sleeve, or 
Elsewhere

Things will get awkward fast, from the viewpoint of a notional 
“audience”  at  least,  since  everything  in  the  game  is  geared 
toward  making  it  go  that  way.  Depending  on  their  fictional 
personality, though, your character might not “get it” at all, at 
least for a while – or might “get it” almost immediately, possibly 
half a minute into the game.

Try to pay attention to how your character is feeling (or, more 
correctly, to how you imagine your character is feeling) at any 
given time.  Are they  feeling  awkward in  this  whole  situation? 
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Maybe  ashamed  of  something  they  just  said  or  did,  or 
embarrassed  because  of  some  other  character’s  words  or 
behavior? As soon as this happens, put on a physical marker of it, 
so to display to the other players how your character is feeling.

If the marker of awkwardness is a red paper towel (the default) 
you  can wear  it  by  tucking it  into  pocket  like a  handkerchief, 
tying it to a bracelet you’re wearing, placing it over your head 
like  a  bandana  or  anything  else,  as  long  as  the  towel  stays 
securely on your person. Or if you’re using sticky notes, stick one 
to  your  shirt  or  elsewhere,  or  if  you’re  using  red  clothespins, 
place one on your clothes, or flesh, etc.

Of  course,  this  is  purely  symbolic:  there  are  no  paper  towels, 
sticky notes or clothespins in the fictional world the characters 
inhabit,  and  no  player  should  –  in  their  character’s  voice  – 
comment on this gesture. The marker is strictly “non-diegetic”.

When  players  pick  up  awkwardness  markers,  this  moves  the 
game on in a fashion, almost like an invisible escalation. Players 
wearing a marker are allowed to interact with a character sitting 
on the uncomfortable chair (see below) and once all players are 
wearing markers the game is brought to a closure.

At your option, when you feel that your character is experiencing 
a  particularly  awkward  moment  again,  or  that  their  general 
feeling of awkwardness escalates to a new level, you can wear a 
second marker even if you’re already wearing one, and then a 
third, and more. Doing so has no concrete effect (it doesn’t affect 
the  game’s  pacing  nor  precipitate  an  ending),  but  can  be 
hilariously fun.

Notice  that  when  all players  are  finally  wearing  a  marker  of 
awkwardness the game enters its ending phase.

The Uncomfortable Chair
Similar to a reality TV confessional,  the “uncomfortable chair” 
exists  out  of  time and space – a  place beyond the fourth wall 
hence characters, interviewed by the Director, speak their mind 
directly to the audience. It’s called “uncomfortable” because all 
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eyes  are  on  you,  of  course,  and  you  have  no  recourse  but  to 
answer the Director’s wicked questions truthfully.

Players  experience  their  first  taste  of  the  uncomfortable  chair 
when creating characters, as the Director summons them to the 
chair one by one according to their assigned roles and asks them 
scripted  questions  (to  be  found  from  page  14 alongside  more 
detailed instructions).  Later, the Director can call characters to 
the uncomfortable chair  anytime – thus interrupting the main 
scene – and ask them questions of their own devising: this is a 
Director’s primary mean of creative input.

The Director claps their hands and calls: «[Character’s name] to 
the  uncomfortable  chair!»,  suddenly  bringing  all  actions  and 
conversations  happening  in  the  main  scene  to  a  halt.  The 
appropriate player sits in the chair, while all other players go sit 
in  the  audience  area.  The  Director  begins  interviewing  the 
character, while the others listen. Typically, the Director’s leading 
question relates to what was happening on the stage in the last 
few moments, such as asking, for example:

• «When Mary shouted at you like that, how did that make you 
feel?»

• «Do you actually believe what you just told him, or it was a 
white lie?»

• «What does Lawrence’s home-made pie taste like?»

• «You’ve been silent for a while! Would you please share your 
thoughts with us?»

When you’re answering such questions, it’s  a bit like you were 
performing  a  soliloquy  in  a  theater  piece  (or  confessing  your 
thoughts to a camera in a reality TV show): you’re still playing 
your character, but you address the audience directly, breaking 
the fourth wall. Thus, you can freely voice your character’s true 
feelings and most secret thoughts, speaking in the first person – 
and  don’t  have to  care  about  the  other  characters.  The  other 
players are of course listening to you – they form your audience – 
and what they hear now is going to inform their play later, but go 
ahead and pretend no other character can hear you!
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The  Director  can  be  satisfied  with  your  answer  to  their  first 
question, or can keep interviewing you as they please (see Play 
Directing  Strategies  on  page  21).  Then,  the  Director  turns  to 
those  players  in  the  audience  who  are  wearing  awkwardness 
markers and invites them to ask additional questions.

Any player wearing at least one awkwardness marker can (but 
doesn’t have to) ask a single question of the character sitting on 
the  chair.  They  should  do  so  as  curious  audience  members, 
stepping  in  the  Director’s  shoes  for  a  moment:  players  aren’t 
playing  their  respective characters  the moment  they’re asking 
such questions.

After all entitled players have asked their questions (or declined 
to do so), the Director thanks the answerer and claps hands again. 
All  take  position  on  stage  again  and  resume  the  main  scene. 
Sometimes it’s hard or impractical to resume the scene exactly 
where it was left, and that’s OK as well: just assume you skipped 
forward in  time by a  few seconds,  or  minutes.  If  nothing else 
comes natural, just sit down at the table and engage in small talk.

Captioning
The blank piece of paper on stage is used as a non-diegetic prop 
for  the  technique  I  like  to  call  captioning.4 Remember  the 
“mental  subtitles”  in  Woody  Allen’s  Annie  Hall?  While  the 
characters  were  apparently  engaging  in  trivial  small  talk, 
captions appeared on screen to show their  actual  thoughts (in 
that case,  of  escalating flirtation).  When playing Awkward you 
can easily do the same, and this is what that piece of paper is for.

Take the blank piece of paper and hold it in front of you with 
both hands, as if it was a sign with written words on it and you 
were showing it to the audience. While doing so, speak the mind 
of your character: whatever you’re thinking, say it aloud.

This is assumed to work like a cloud-shaped “thought” balloon in 
a comic book: other character-players act like they didn’t hear 
you. In fact, when you notice another player holding the piece of 

4 This technique is derived from – and indeed very similar to – what is called 
“Insides and Outsides” in Jeepform [see: http://jeepen.org/dict/ 
#insides_and_outsides]. It’s also just about the same as an “aside” in theater.
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paper, it’s  nice to pause whatever you’re doing or saying for a 
moment, so that everybody including the Director can hear them 
clearly.  Then  you  resume  playing,  pretending  nothing  just 
happened.

You can use this technique anytime during the main scene, and 
as often as you like. It allows you to express what your character 
won’t  say, as  soon as  you  feel  like  it,  rather  than rely  on  the 
Director summoning you to the uncomfortable chair and posing 
the right question.

R U N N I N G  A  G A M E
This  chapter  is  a  step-by-step  guide  to  facilitating  players 
through a “run” of the game. As the Director, you do these things 
exactly in this order, and play happens.

Getting Players Together
Having read all of this booklet beforehand and gathered the few 
necessary supplies (awkwardness tokens and a piece of  paper), 
you invite four other prospective players into a space you – or 
your host – have chosen and prepared. Have the other players 
help you rearrange the furniture if you need to. Make sure you 
have a couple hours uninterrupted time ahead of you.

Read aloud or paraphrase the text on page 2, skipping those parts 
you know are already obvious to everyone.

Situation Pitch
Once you’ve assembled the players and everyone’s on the same 
page  about  what  “playing”  this  game  means,  read  What’s  this  
about?, page 3, aloud. This is a bit of a ritual, so (re-)read it even if 
everybody knows the content already. If you really dislike reading 
aloud from a book, paraphrase it.
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Should you like to run a game for a different number of players, 
you’ll need to alter this scenario to make it fit. Some suggestions 
for how you could possibly do so are found on page 26-28.

Picking Roles, a.k.a. Casting
Go through the roles again – X, Y, mother and father – and ask 
players which one they’d each like to play. It’s good if people pick 
roles just based on guts reaction, almost without thinking about 
it.  If  nobody jumps in, though, tell  them you’ll  pick roles later 
and,  for  now, just  move  on  to  the  rules  and  fleshing  out  the 
situation (see below).

Some players find it natural to pick roles based on player gender 
–  to  have a male  player  be the  father, a  female  player  be the 
mother, and further to define the gender of characters X and Y 
based on the respective players, at least to a degree. Some even 
like to take on roles based on relative player age. It’s not your 
task as the Director, however, to cast players into roles according 
to these (or any other) considerations: let them do it themselves, 
based on whatever criteria they spontaneously come up with.

Stating the Rules
Read the rules from page 3 aloud: “it’s just regular everyday life” 
and “they’re just friends”. Explain and elaborate on these rules as 
much as you see fit.

It’s quite important to remark that these are actual rules of the 
game, and breaking them equals cheating, or rather not playing 
the  game  as  designed.  While  anything  which  comes  later  is 
techniques and directions,  tools  to an end,  these two are both 
hard rules  and  part  of  the  end itself.  Ignoring them makes  it 
pointless to play.

Fleshing Out the Situation
Considering the basic situation and characters given, brainstorm 
a few more details.  How old are X and Y, approximately? Why 
can’t they meet often – do they live in different cities,  maybe 
even in different countries?  Why are they both staying at  X’s 
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parents’  tonight – are they traveling together, maybe,  and the 
place is conveniently located? Is X living with their parents or 
just visiting?

Such a brainstorming should take at most five minutes. Moderate 
it  energetically  to  ensure  it  doesn’t  drag  any  longer. Lead  by 
example:  ask  everybody  for  ideas,  express  an  enthusiasm  for 
what you get from them and immediately elaborate on it, then 
hand it back to the group so they can build it up a little more.

It’s  better  if  players  also  come  up  with  names  for  their  own 
characters at this step, but should you forget to do so you can 
catch back later – part of answering character creation questions 
(see below).

IF YOU HAVEN’T PICKED ROLES YET, NOW IS THE TIME TO DO SO: 
complete your casting (see above) before you go on. This is also a 
good time to take a five-minute break, should anybody need it.

Explaining the Basic Techniques
Unless you know for sure it’s already obvious to all of them, tell 
the other players about full-body play (page 7). Then explain how 
the play area is arranged and what the ongoing main scene is  
(page 8).

Teach them about the uncomfortable chair technique – omitting, 
for now, the detail about audience members with awkwardness 
markers  asking additional  questions.  You can read the section 
from page  9 aloud or explain the technique in your own words; 
then go straight to demonstrating it through character creation 
as follows.

Character Creation Questions

1.

Director, make ‘X’ sit on the uncomfortable chair and ask them 
the following questions:

• Please, introduce yourself:  who are you and what’s your life 
like, in a nutshell?
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• How did you meet [Y’s name]?

• Why did you and [Y’s name] stay friends? What do you have in 
common?

• You  can’t  often  see  each  other:  how  does  this  make  your 
friendship different?

2.

Then summon ‘Y’ to the uncomfortable chair and ask them:

• Please, introduce yourself:  who are you and what’s your life 
like, in a nutshell?

• How did you meet [X’s name]?

• What do you have in common, or in which ways are you very 
much alike?

• What  is  it  that  you  don’t  share,  or  in  which  ways  are  you 
irreconciliably different?

• What do you usually talk about?

• Which trait of [X’s name]’s makes you especially comfortable 
around her/him/them?

• What do you most miss when you two are apart?

• Was there ever a time when you were romantically or sexually 
attracted by [X’s name]?

• [If so, then:] What made you give up on it?

• [And:] How did you realize staying friends and just friends 
was best for you both?

• Tell us about your last romance.

• In which ways did he/she/they resemble your friend [X’s 
name]?

• In which ways wasn’t he/she/they like [X’s name] at all?

• How did it end?

• Do you feel ready to fall in love again?
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• [If not, then:] Why?

3.

Summon X to the uncomfortable chair again and ask them:

• Was there ever a time you hoped you and [Y’s name] could be 
“more than just friends”?

• [If so, then:] what made you change your mind?

• Tell us about you last romance.

• What, if at all, do your parents know about it, and why?

• In  which  ways  did  your  last  love  interest  resemble  your 
friend [Y’s name]?

• In which ways wasn’t he/she/they like [Y’s name] at all?

• How did it end?

• Do you feel ready to fall in love again?

• [If not, then:] Why?

4.

Now make X’s father sit on the uncomfortable chair, and ask him:

• Please, introduce yourself:  who are you and what’s your life 
like, in a nutshell?

• How did you meet your wife?

• What, if anything, do you hide from your wife?

• What’s the foundation of your marriage, nowadays?

• “Back in the old days” families and relationships used to be 
better: how?

• What have you experienced in your life that you wish people 
the age of your child never, ever have to go through?

• Young people these days… what behavior of theirs do you find 
the most irritating?

• What do you envy in younger people?
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• If you could go back in time and have a second chance at living 
your life, what would you change?

• Which quality of [X’s name]’s do you most like or respect?

• How were you hoping [X’s name] to grow up, and what did you 
hope your child would achieve as an adult?

• Did he/she/they actually live up to your expectations, so far?

5.

And now, make X’s mother sit on the uncomfortable chair and 
ask her:

• Please, introduce yourself:  who are you and what’s your life 
like, in a nutshell?

• How did you meet your husband?

• Did anything ever happen in your life that you never told your 
husband about?

• What’s the foundation of your marriage, nowadays?

• Compared to when you were younger, how do women have it 
easier these days?

• And how, if at all, do women have it harder these days instead?

• What do you envy in younger people?

• Which fault did you possess when younger, that you’re happy 
you’ve grown out of?

• Which quality of [X’s name]’s do you most like or respect?

• What  do  you  believe  to  be  [X’s  name]’s  worst  fault  or 
weakness?

• What’s  wrong,  in  your  opinion,  about  [X’s  name]  being 
“single”?

• How do you envision “the right one” for [X’s name]?

6.

Finally, summon X to the uncomfortable chair again and ask:
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• What do you most love about your parents?

• What about your father makes you mad at him sometimes?

• What about your mother makes you mad at her sometimes?

• Are you feeling alright about bringing [Y’s name] here with 
them today, or you’re feeling uneasy?

Introducing Additional Play Techniques
Now that all players have experienced the uncomfortable chair, 
bring the awkwardness markers and blank piece of paper to their 
attention.  Explain  the  use  of  awkwardness  markers  (page  8), 
including  the  way they  interact  with  the  uncomfortable  chair 
(page 11). Then explain the caption technique (page 11).

Tell or remind everyone about the ending condition: when all of 
them will be wearing awkwardness markers, this will bring the 
main scene to an end and trigger epilogue scenes (see below, page 
19).

Getting it Started
Point players toward the stage and remind them this play-area 
represents a room in X’s parents’ house – the dining room, living 
room or whatever you’ve agreed upon. If you didn’t talk about it,  
decide now: this shouldn’t take more than 10 seconds, you can as 
the  Director  rule  this  by  fiat  instead  of  brainstorming  it  with 
everybody, and besides you can default to the dining room unless 
it’s really obvious to you that you shouldn’t.

Tell them to each take their most natural place on stage – but 
don’t  have  them  all  sit  down  unless  you  absolutely  have to. 
“Count them in” or otherwise tell them to start playing, and here 
you are, the main scene is now ongoing.

Sit down and watch them carefully, waiting for the right time to 
interrupt them and call  one to the uncomfortable chair for an 
uncomfortable question or three.
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The Endgame
Once all  players  are each displaying at least  one awkwardness 
marker, it’s your task as a Director to bring the game to a close. I  
expect this condition to be satisfied no longer than an hour into 
the game, and occasionally way sooner.

First thing, summon all player-characters to the uncomfortable 
chair, one at a time. To each one of them, ask the same question:

• «Let’s hear your final wrap-up: how was your evening?»

After hearing the answer, each other player can add a question of 
their  own,  as  usual,  since  they’re  all  wearing  awkwardness 
markers now.

After  interviewing  all  characters  this  way,  set  up  two  short 
epilogue  scenes:  first,  one featuring the parents,  then  another 
one featuring the friends. The default setting for these vignettes 
is: “the last words you exchange before going to bed” (or in bed). 
As the Director, you can change this setup according to the events 
of play and information implied in dialogues so far – such as, for 
example, framing the two friends as they’re driving away from 
the parents’ home the morning after.

To set up such a vignette, you’ll probably want to rearrange the 
stage – for example, moving two chairs side-to-side to represent a 
double bed. Players not involved in the current scene stay in the 
audience.

You, the Director, have to decide when to “cut” an epilogue scene, 
according to your own sensibility. A nice way to do so is to clap 
your  hands  in  appreciation  while  you  say:  «Cut!  Thank  you!» 
After the second and last epilogue, thank everybody for playing 
and tell them the game is over.

Debriefing
Some  groups  of  players  may  like  to  hold  a  short  debriefing 
session after playing. Debriefing can be useful for dealing with 
strong emotions which may sometimes arise during a game, ease 
the psychological transition from playing the game back to real 
life (also known as “de-roling”), offer insight about how to run 
the game “better” next time,  or  simply provide players with a 
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sense of closure. It’s usually in debriefing that a shared narrative 
emerges – built  from consensus – which shapes how everyone 
will remember their experience of playing the game afterwards.
Since, as the Director, you constantly played an audience role and 
never stepped on stage,  you may be the one most qualified to 
“run” the debriefing session – especially if it was an emotionally 
intense  game.  It  doesn’t  have to  be you,  though.  Maybe if  the 
game’s host was somebody else than the Director, it’s  the host 
who chairmans the debriefing instead. Or any other player can 
feel like doing it, really. With some previous experience doing it, 
you  could  collectively  run  your  debriefing  according  to  some 
prearranged script, with no one in charge.
It’s way beyond the scope of this slim booklet to “teach” you how 
to debrief players, though. As a primer on the topic, I recommend 
reading How to Run a Post-Larp Debrief, by Lizzie Stark.5

For a game such as Awkward – dealing with social and cultural 
themes through the lens of comedy – debriefing also provides the 
players with a space to comment openly on the fictional events 
and the characters. Sometimes, this will lead to a full-on debate 
about  one  aspect  or  another  of  contemporary  society,  with 
players defending or arguing against several positions and maybe 
even taking on new points of view as a consequence of play. Such 
a debate is a very desirable outcome, but shouldn’t be expected 
and cannot be forced.
Some groups will rather eschew any formalized debriefing, but 
may prefer to share a meal immediately after the game, or go out 
for  drinks.  Naturally  enough,  they  will  probably  keep  talking 
about  the  day’s  game  in  such  a  situation,  amongst  any  other 
topics of their interest.  Such a conversation could also develop 
into a debate of current societal norms, prompted by the game, 
as outlined above.

5 http://leavingmundania.com/2013/12/01/run-post-larp-debrief/
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P L A Y - D I R E C T I N G 
S T R A T E G I E S
So, you’re going to be the Play Director for a “run” of Awkward. 
At first glance, it might look like your primary jobs are to start 
the game and end it; meanwhile, you’ll be watching and listening 
to the other players like a one-person audience.

While your presence as an informed audience6 is crucial to the 
overall play experience, this is far from your only role. In fact, 
you have as much direct input as any of the character-players – 
through your unique ability to “cut” the main action and activate 
the uncomfortable chair technique.

During Character Creation
Character creation is when you first demonstrate the basics of 
the uncomfortable chair technique to the other players. On your 
first time running the game, it’s also when you first try your hand 
at it yourself.

The questions provided on pages  14 through 18 are designed to 
lead the players into co-creating the main characters and their 
web  of  emotional  relationships  in  a  spontaneous  way.  The 
“building blocks” of their characters are drawn mostly from the 
players’ own experience, their relatives or acquaintances, their 
subconscious.

Here,  your task as  a  Director is  to  enforce a brisk  pace:  allow 
them just enough time to answer comfortably, but don’t let them 
over-think it. You push the pace by example, in the way you ask 
them questions,  and  also  by  probing and  prompting  for  more 
with a single word, by moving on to the next question to cut their 
answers short, by nodding approvingly or frowning a little. Think 
of yourself as the interviewer in a TV show, who has to hold on to 
an audience’s attention.

6 The phrase “informed audience” was suggested by Jonas Ferry when 
describing the role(s) of the gamemaster in Jeepform, with explicit reference 
to game-designer Tobias Wrigstad, in a now defunct 2005 blog post.
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You can read the questions exactly as written, or rephrase them 
slightly, as works better for you in the moment. Sometimes you’ll 
want  to  skip  a  question  altogether,  realizing  the  interviewee 
already answered it  as  part  of  answering some prior  question. 
Sometimes  you’ll  decide  to  skip  or  to  significantly  rephrase  a 
question because of  information you caught up along the way, 
which render the question moot as written. Ultimately, the list of 
questions is  a  script of sorts,  but as  the “actor” delivering the 
lines you enjoy some interpretative freedom.

Using the Uncomfortable Chair
Summoning  character-players  to  the  uncomfortable  chair  and 
asking  questions  is  your  only  avenue  of  direct  input  into  the 
game. This technique serves more than one purpose.

In a best-case scenario, when you’re amused and satisfied with 
how the game is flowing, you only ask questions to sate your own 
curiosity as an audience member: what do you want to hear more 
about? Pay attention to hints the players are dropping, points of 
friction in their relationships, unfinished business and unvoiced 
feelings.

On the other hand, if it looks like a player is struggling, you can 
use the uncomfortable chair to try and help them. If it looks like 
they’re being lazy, you can use it to push them – maybe even to 
push them out of their comfort zone. If a character’s being played 
shyly, push hard with questions about what makes them blush. If  
a character’s feeling shallow, like a one-trick pony, ask questions 
completely unrelated to what you’ve heard so far: this way, you’ll  
help  the  player  grow their  character  into  a  three-dimensional 
personality.

You  can  ask  loaded  questions  and  subtly  leading  questions. 
Refrain, though, from implying new and so far unstated facts in 
your questions.  It  was established the moment you first called 
“X” to the uncomfortable chair for character creation that each 
player  is  uniquely  responsible  for  defining  and  portraying  an 
individual  character – messing up with this  dynamic produces 
confusion,  and  could  result  either  in  overly  aggressive  play 
(everyone claiming new and outrageous facts about everyone else 
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all the time, possibly spiraling into a game of “gotcha”) or, at the 
opposite end, people “turtling” up and asking out-of-character 
permission for everything.

One  drawback to  the  uncomfortable  chair  technique  is  that  it 
“breaks” the continuity of the main scene. This puts a limit to 
how often you can use it,  lest it gets annoying. You can leverage 
this  characteristic  as  an  advantage  rather  than  a  drawback, 
though: sometimes a scene benefits from being interrupted. The 
break can highlight a moment in play as being a key note, filling 
everybody with anticipation at what will happen next. Or it can 
momentarily deescalate a conflict, giving players some room to 
breathe, so that that same conflict will reignite later at its most 
explosive.

Keep an eye on group dynamics, both fictional and real-life. If you 
notice one player sitting quiet for a while, summon them to the 
chair  and  ask  them  what  they’re  thinking.  Playing  a  taciturn 
character  is  a  perfectly  valid  choice in  Awkward,  as  there are 
many  ways  a  player  can  be  actively  engaged  in  the  game 
nonetheless,  making  such  a  character’s  thoughts  known  via 
captioning,  gesturing,  facial  expressions  and  physical  play… 
When a player fails to do so, though, you can ask them questions 
to nudge them that way.

Often the game develops to a state where three characters are 
wearing  multiple  awkwardness  markers,  while  the  fourth  one 
seems oblivious to everything – impossible to embarrass, either 
because they’re completely self-absorbed or a bona-fide outsider 
to all social norms. The presence of such a character is usually 
great for comedy, acting as a reliable source of awkwardness and 
embarrassment for everybody else. Still,  you risk this “comedy 
engine” character remaining one-dimensional and undeveloped, 
not feeling like a human being. Try to draw them out by asking 
questions which shed light on their humanity, expose their most 
contradictory  feelings,  or  which  paint  the  whole  situation  a 
different way, giving them opportunities to feel awkward despite 
their  peculiar  world-view. Both  helping  them  to  awkwardness 
and allowing them room to explain why they are comfortable 
(which,  as  a  side  benefit,  shows  you  and  the  other  players 
possible angles of attack for later) are devices by which you help 
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paint their  character three-dimensional.  And – since the game 
won’t end until all are feeling awkward – once you identify one 
character as potentially “that one”, do start engaging them on 
such terms preemptively, so that play doesn’t drag later.

The other players can of course be as good as you in identifying 
one of themselves as being not engaged enough, or portraying 
too one-dimensional a character, and can make that person the 
focus of play as a result. If you notice they’re effectively doing 
your job for you, then you can hold back, as long as they’re doing 
a  good  job,  and instead “pay  them back”  by apportioning the 
spotlight  more equally. If,  for  example,  all  act  to  provoke one 
character  to  action and they succeed at  it,  summon all  to  the 
chair soon afterwards and question them about other loose ends 
left  lying  –  so  that  no  one  is  made  into  the  absolute  “main 
character” but play stays a choral effort instead.

Directing Epilogues
In the Endgame phase, you trade direct input over content for 
raw editing power.

First thing, you’re calling them all to the chair and asking all of  
them the same, final question. This looks in many ways like the 
“last word” in the game, but it isn’t: it’s a funnel through which 
content is processed and channeled into the epilogue vignettes.

It’s your choice whom to call first, whom to summon next and 
who’ll be heard last. The order is meaningful, as it will affect the 
content of their answers to a degree – but, more than that, it will  
impact  what  follow-up  questions  other  players  ask  of  them. 
Choose based on your experience of the game as audience, and on 
your curiosity. You’re not supposed to announce a speaking order 
in advance: you can reconsider your plan as you go, if something 
makes you.

Second  and  last,  epilogue  vignettes.  The  order  here  is  fixed 
(parents first, then friends), and you don’t get to interrupt these 
scenes  with  the  uncomfortable  chair  (that  would  be  overkill). 
Your one contribution here is deciding when to cut the scene.
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End  it  sooner  rather  than  later  –  don’t  let  it  lag  –  but  don’t 
interrupt character-players when it’s obvious they want to talk 
more either. Also keep an eye to the clock: this far in the game,  
your real-life time constraints may play an important part, so be 
sure you leave some time for the debriefing, goodbyes, etc. I’d say 
five minutes per vignette  is  an absolute maximum: more than 
that and these epilogues would easily overshadow previous play.
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U N P L A Y T E S T E D 
V A R I A N T S
Reading this chapter is entirely optional. It’s about things – play 
options  –  which  ought  to  be  in  the  game,  but  aren’t  yet.  I’m 
hoping to test these variant rules as soon as possible and revise 
them  as  necessary  for  inclusion  in  a  second  edition  of  this 
scenario. Meanwhile, if you do try these ideas out you might well 
be the first person doing so, and I’d love to hear about your play 
experience (see page 30 for how to contact me).

Fewer Players
As a way of playing the game with as few as four players, Director 
included, you could remove one character – either X’s father or 
X’s mother. The character creation questions for the remaining 
characters, and especially X’s parent, would need to be revised 
accordingly:  is  this  character  a  single  parent?  A  widow/er? 
Divorced?  Or  do  they  have  a  spouse  who’s  just  momentarily 
absent? These and more details can be established when fleshing 
out the situation (see page  13) or  be left  to character creation 
questions entirely.

Removing  one  character  will  also  naturally  lead  to  a  shorter 
game. To prevent this, consider altering the endgame trigger so 
that each character-player need have collected two awkwardness 
tokens.

More Players, More Characters
Likewise,  you can make room for additional  players by adding 
more family members, such as a sibling or a grandparent. You can 
maybe add up to  two such characters,  for  a  total  of  six,  but  I  
wouldn’t exceed that limit.
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To include a new role,  you’ll  need to devise a set of  character 
creation questions for them. You should also ask a few additional 
questions to some of the other characters, in order to establish 
relationships with the extra family member.

More Players, Tag-Team Mode7

A different  way to  accommodate  more players  (eight  plus  the 
Director in the standard four-character setup) is having “teams” 
of two players share each character.

When the Director calls a character to the uncomfortable chair, 
both players answer the call (you will actually need two chairs 
side  by  side  for  this,  or  things  might  perhaps  turn  physically 
uncomfortable).  They  answer  all  questions  together,  either  in 
concert (they can whisper to each other or even brainstorm their 
answers, shortly) or in a first-one-to-speak-their-mind-has-first 
-say fashion, with the Director being the final arbiter of when to 
move on to another question as usual. This applies to the opening 
phase of character-defining questions as well.

Apart  from  that,  paired-up  players  take  turns  playing  the 
character  in  the  main  scene,  deciding  among  themselves  who 
goes first.  The inactive players sit in the audience and wait for 
their turn. When a player collects an awkwardness token, they 
immediately switch roles with their teammate: the awkwardness-
displaying player goes sit  in  the audience while  the teammate 
takes stage. Players may occasionally switch in and out multiple 
times this way if they pick up tokens fast.

Play proceeds until  all  players (rather than characters) have an 
awkwardness marker on them. For the ending sketches, players 
sharing  a  character  should  decide  between  themselves  who’s 
going on stage — probably the one who’s had the shortest time in 
the spotlight.

7 As of the time of this writing, some minimal playtesting of this variant was 
already conducted, but nothing substantial or conclusive.
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Unconventional Families
The default family represented in this game scenario is based on 
a stereotypical European family: a heterosexual married couple 
with one or more children. Accordingly, the mother and father 
characters are preassigned a feminine and a masculine gender, 
respectively. This  is  done  for  comedic  effect  and  shouldn’t  be 
construed to imply that I, the game designer, especially endorse 
this sort of family as a somewhat “correct” archetype – in fact, 
some  degree  of  criticism of  archetypal  European  families  is  a 
frequent and expected outcome of play.

The seed idea of this scenario was indeed planted in, and by, an 
obnoxiously hetero-normative society: a serendipitous revelation 
of  how  suspicious  such  a  society  acts  toward  man-woman 
friendships, inherently assuming any such relationship to carry 
sexual or romantic undertones. The hetero-normative society I’m 
personally familiar with is represented, in the game design, by 
having two gendered “father” and “mother” roles stand for the 
“family”,  and  by  ruling  that  these  two  characters  “read”  the 
other  two as  male  and  female  while  leaving  X  and  Y’s  actual 
genders unstated.

Queerness can enter the game as written through the players’ 
answers  to  some  character  creation  questions.  Sexual 
orientation,  for example,  might be part of  why X and Y won’t 
ever be romantically  involved with each other, or  the parents’ 
mistaken assumption of a relationship might be grounded in mis-
gendering either character. On the other hand, a character who’s 
exceedingly  bigoted  in  their  hetero-normatism  might  end  up 
falsely  believing  either  of  the  above  theories  in  a  misguided 
attempt  to  manufacture  a  “logical”  (to  them)  explanation  to 
another’s (or their own!) behavior: widely used in comedy, this 
device tends to highlight the absurdity of  overwhelming social 
assumption.

That said, you may want to play with a family of two fathers, of  
two mothers, or – with a different number of players – with some 
sort  of  polyamorous  arrangement,  or  anything  else.  I  don’t 
recommend you do this for shock value, or for the laughs: that 
would detract from what the game is trying to be about. But if  
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that’s  the  kind  of  family  which  best  reflects  your  real-life 
background, if it makes you empathize with the characters more, 
then knock yourself out!

In order to re-gender the characters I wrote as a male father and 
a female mother, or to redefine the relationship between them – 
which I wrote as a marriage – you’ll need to review the character 
creation  questions  before  play,  especially  those  from  step  #4 
onward (pages  16-18). Edit or replace those questions according 
to your specific setup and vision; everything else should work as 
written. If you feel like sharing your work, please contact me: I’d 
love to know what you came up with!

D E S I G N E R ’ S  N O T E S
The idea of this game came from a conversation with my good 
friend Lapo Luchini,  in  which we idly  mused about something 
which could hypothetically happen (but ended up never actually 
happening) to one of us under certain impending circumstances. 
Suddenly, while we were talking, I realized our musings were a 
half-decent seed of a story for a role-playing game – and, since in 
those days I was involved in organizing a small meet-up called 
ChamberCon II, I haphazardly decided, almost right on the spot, 
to give that game a title and make it part of the schedule.

In a matter of hours, a clear picture had begun to take up shape 
within my mind. Four diners sitting at a table, making small talk, 
while  stuffing  red  paper  towels  into  their  pockets.  A  game  of 
everyday  life  and  relationships,  somewhere  in  between  the 
wealth  of  structure and meta-techniques  found in  Doubt –  the 
archetypal  Jeepform  scenario  by  Fredrik  Axelzon  and  Tobias 
Wrigstad, my favorite part of which is aggressively playing the 
“game  master”  as  a  literal  director  –  and  the  enthusiastic 
minimalism of Francesco Sedda’s Wavelength.

Fast forward a couple months, I was sitting by a campfire under a 
starlit sky with a computer in my lap. I only had a situation pitch 
similar to what’s on page  3 of this booklet and a small stack of 
paper  towels  to  back  my  fantastic  claim  that  this  game  – 
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scheduled for the next morning – was anything more than just a 
half-formed idea in my head, and I quickly jotted down a long list 
of character creation questions while friends around me chatted 
or played some other games. Surprisingly enough, that first run 
of Awkward, which I ought to call a “playstorming”, was a huge 
success.

Since then, I’ve played the game a large number of times with 
very little refinement over what I’d got on that fateful morning, 
and it  was a  blast  almost  every time.  I  had never  successfully 
designed a comedy game before Awkward, so naturally I  could 
only  succeed  at  it  by random chance,  going almost  without  a 
plan. Even more surprisingly, other people have played the game 
on their  own and reportedly had a good time.  This  booklet is, 
more than anything else,  my clumsy cookbook-like attempt to 
distill  those actual  play  experiences  into  a  recipe of  sorts  –  a 
recipe anybody can try and follow.

C L O S I N G  C R E D I T S
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Sabrina Maiorino, Sandra Loveless, Silvia Brunati, Yuka Sato.

Patrons
Thanks to Aaron Feild, Alessandro Giovannucci, Antonio Caciolli, 
“Bay”, Ben Lehman, Chris Sakkas, “Cinesemaforo”, Daniele Frizzi, 
Eibo Thieme, Epidiah Ravachol, Andrea “Fealoro” Mognon, Flavio 
Mortarino,  Francesco  “Rugerfred”  Sedda,  Gabriele  Ferri, 
Guillaume  Carré,  Herman  Duyker,  Iacopo  Benigni,  Iacopo 
Frigerio,  Johnstone  Metzger,  Lapo  Luchini,  Lorenzo  Trenti, 
Matteo Stendardi Turini, Nicola Urbinati, Petri Leinonen, Robert 
James  Hanks,  Vincent  Baker.  They’re  my  subscribers  on 
www.patreon.com/rafu.
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Also Thanks to
Paul T. for catching a mistake in v.1.0 of this document.

 All  the  fabulous  people  who  drew  elephants  for  me  at☺  
Knudepunkt 2015, including: Lasse Küchenthal, Maarit Neuvonen, 
Jonas  Hedegaard,  Ida Tjell,  Bjarke Pedersen,  Johanna Koljonen, 
Signe  Hertel,  Siri  Sandquist,  Li  Xin,  Maija  Korhonen,  plus  one 
more person whose hand-scribbled name I couldn’t decipher (I’m 
so sorry! ).☹

All the kind people who’ve ever given me any money, food, drink, 
shelter or useful gifts outside of Patreon’s patronage system.

Any former patrons who’ve supported me for any length of time.

Lorenzo  Trenti,  Susi  Ansaloni,  Oscar  Biffi,  Maria  Guarneri  and 
Francesco  Sedda  for  co-organizing  “ChamberCon”.  This  game 
wouldn’t exist otherwise.

Agnese Barbieri, for her interest in playing this game even before 
it was designed.

Lizzie Stark, Jason Morningstar, Evan Torner, et al., for coming up 
with the name “American freeform”, so that I can make fun of it.

Copyright and Copyleft
©2015 Raffaele Manzo (also known as Rafu). This work is licensed 
under  the  Creative  Commons  Attribution  -  ShareAlike  4.0 
International  License.  To  view  a  copy  of  this  license,  visit: 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

This is a Free Cultural Work, as defined on freedomdefined.org

A Platonic Duck Kitchen production

Version 1.0.1

Find news, up-to-date errata and upgrades of this booklet at: 
https://sites.google.com/site/sitodirafu/

If you got this as a hard copy from me, it’s been laser-printed on recycled paper.
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Advertisement time!
If you played it and enjoyed it, maybe you’d like 
me to make more games like this? Or maybe you 
thought Awkward is “interesting”, but not your 

cup of tea, and you’d like me to make games 
completely unlike this one?

To have your wish granted, pledge to support 
Platonic Duck Kitchen:

www.patreon.com/rafu

Get your name into the closing credits. Be a patron.

My games are free for you and your friends to play and enjoy – 
life’s basic necessities, sadly enough, aren’t. Should a thousand of 
you pledge one dollar per game, I’d be designing games as my 
full-time job. And that would be my wildest dream come true.

http://www.patreon.com/rafu
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